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24 Annaville Road, Jensen, Qld 4818

Bedrooms: 6 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 7 Area: 2 m2 Type: House
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Contact agent

6 Acres! 4 Bedroom house, 2 Bedroom granny flat, Solar Power, Tesla Powerwall System, Sparkling Pool, 3-Bay

Shed.Discover the ultimate country retreat at 24 Annaville Road in Jensen, where modern convenience meets serene

acreage living. This expansive property spans over 6 acres and boasts a range of exceptional features that cater to both

family comfort and sustainable living.The impressive family home stands as a testament to thoughtful design and modern

updates. Elevated and spacious, this high-set house offers a remarkable layout. Upstairs, you'll find 4 generously sized

bedrooms, all complete with built-in wardrobes. The master bedroom takes luxury to the next level with a vast walk-in

wardrobe, split-system air-conditioning, an immaculate ensuite, and a private deck. The interior seamlessly flows from a

massive family entertainment room to a spacious dining area and a contemporary kitchen boasting ample bench and

cupboard space, a butler's pantry, and even the potential for a fifth bedroom. An internal staircase further enhances

accessibility and convenience.The heart of this property is its commitment to sustainability. Equipped with solar power,

solar hot water, and an advanced Tesla Powerwall System connected to a 6Klw solar panel array, you'll be able to bid

farewell to soaring power bills while embracing an eco-friendly lifestyle.Stepping outdoors, you'll be greeted by tropical

gardens that envelop a sprawling outdoor entertaining area. The owners have thoughtfully upgraded the outdoor kitchen

and introduced an outdoor toilet for added convenience, ensuring that every gathering is nothing short of exceptional.The

addition of a fully serviced 2-bedroom granny flat adds versatility and appeal to this property. With air-conditioning,

wardrobes, a spacious kitchen, and a family bathroom, this separate living space is ideal for older children, out-of-town

guests, or even as a lucrative rental option. Nestled beside the sparkling salt-water pool, the granny flat offers a balance

between social connection and private retreat.For those with rural pursuits, this property comes fully equipped. Two

separate paddocks behind the main house have been meticulously cleared and organized, creating a haven for cattle or

horses. The property boasts 2 registered bores, providing a bountiful water source. The property also features mature

tropical fruit trees, including mangoes, lychees, guava, soursop, star fruit, macadamia, and black and white sapote.Every

acreage property needs a big shed and we've got a large 3 bay shed with a large concrete pad for storing all the toys. In

addition to the 3-bay shed, there is also a 4 vehicles carport next to the house. Thers is also a solid chicken coop, pool

house and storge sheds for equipment.Demand for large acreage properties within close proximity to urban conveniences

has surged, and 24 Annaville Road perfectly fulfills this demand. If you're seeking a harmonious blend of spacious living,

sustainability, and natural beauty, seize the opportunity to call this slice of paradise home. Reach out to us today, as

properties of this caliber are in high demand.


